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INTRODUCTION
Ecology is the study of living organisms and their
environment in an attempt to explain and predict. While
natural history involves the accumulation of detailed data
with emphasis on the autecology of each species, the
objectives of ecology in general and of functional ecology
in particular are to develop predictive theories and to
assemble the data to develop general models. Functional
ecology has three basic components: 1) constructing trait
matrices through screening of various plant and animal
species, 2) exploring empirical relationships among these
traits, and 3) determining the relationships between traits
and environments.[1] Studies in functional ecology encompass a wide range of approaches, from individuals to
populations; from mechanistically detailed to deliberately
simplified, black-box simulations; and from deductive to
inductive.[2] Functional ecology is concerned with the
links between structure and function, the existence of
general patterns among species, and the evolutionary
connections among these patterns. And functional ecology is, above all, timely and pertinent, because the
environmental degradation associated with human development is rapidly destroying the very systems that
ecologists seek to understand. If we are to anticipate the
extent and repercussions of global change in natural
habitats, we first need to understand how organisms and
ecosystems function.

EXPLORING THE MECHANISMS: FROM
PHYSIOLOGY TO ECOPHYSIOLOGY
AND FUNCTIONAL ECOLOGY
The study of plant functions has largely followed a
reductionistic approach aimed at explaining the functions
in terms of the principles of physics and chemistry.
However, plant physiology, which is focused on molecules, organelles, and cells, has not been able to provide
reliable predictions of the responses of vegetation to
changes in their environment, due to the multiple interactions involved in the responses of plants and the
hierarchical nature of plant organization.[3] The realization of the fact that the responses of higher organizational
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levels are not predictable from the dynamics of those of
smaller scales led to the advent of plant ecophysiology,
which is focused on organs—a more relevant scale of
organization to address questions regarding plant performance. Ecophysiologists have primarily focused on the
structural and functional properties of leaves. Leaves
display wide variation in morphology and physiology,
including differences in specific mass, carbon and nitrogen investments, stomatal densities, optical properties,
and hydraulic and photosynthetic characteristics. The
emphasis of ecophysiological studies on leaves is due to
the profound implications of the interactions between leaf
structure and function for the performance of plants in
natural habitats.[4,5] However, the traditional ecophysiological approach proved to be insufficient in predicting
plant distribution and responses to changing environments, which led to the development of functional plant
ecology.[6] Functional ecology is centered on whole plants
as the unit of analysis, encompassing a range of scales of
organization from organs to whole organism architecture,
and is based on a much broader conception of plant
functions than that formulated by the earlier practitioners
of ecophysiology.[7]

THE SEARCH OF GENERAL PATTERNS:
COMPARATIVE ECOLOGY
Since elucidation of the range of possible functional
responses of plants is not possible with the use of model
organisms, such as those typically used in plant physiology, functional ecology arises as an essentially comparative science. Ideally, functional ecology deals with
traits measured on a large number of species in order to
minimize the influence of the peculiarities of the
autecology of each species. Two main approaches have
been followed to find general ecological patterns in
nature: 1) screening, that is, the design of bioassays for a
trait or a set of traits measured simultaneously on a large
number of species, as in the classic study by Grime and
Hunt[8] of the relative growth rate of 132 species of
British flora, and 2) empiricism, or the search for
quantitative relationships between measurable dependent
and independent variables (e.g., correlations among pairs
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of traits or traits and environments) producing quantitative models using traits and not species, as in the general
revision of leaf traits by Reich et al.[4] Models using traits
are more general than those based on species and can be
more easily transferred to different floras.[1] The question
arises as to which trait must be measured. A possible
answer can be obtained by analyzing the basic functions
that organisms perform (i.e., resource acquisition, the
ability to tolerate environmental extremes, and the ability
to compete with neighbors) and then either looking for
traits which measure these functions or carrying out direct
bioassays of them. The most common limitations of this
kind of study are the difficulties in finding unambiguous
linkages of a trait to a specific function, and the so-called
phylogenetic constraints that are due to the fact that
phylogenetic proximity among species can influence their
functional similarities.
Individual plants demonstrate important degrees of
phenotypic variation, which must be considered in comparative studies. No two individuals of the same species
exhibit the same final shape or functional features, regardless of how similar the genotypes of two individuals
may be.[9] Part of this variation is due to phenotypic
plasticity, that is, the capacity of a given genotype to
render different phenotypes under different environmental
conditions, and part is due to other reasons (ontogenetic
stage, developmental instability). Plants of the same
chronological age can be ontogenetically different, so interpretation of differences in phenotypic traits will depend
on whether comparisons are made as a function of age,
size, or developmental stage.

EXPERIMENTAL ECOLOGY
Broad-scale comparisons must be driven by hypotheses
and must be based on robust statistical designs. However,
the finding of statistically significant patterns is no
guarantee of underlying cause-and-effect relationships,
which must be tested experimentally. Gradient analysis,
where functional responses are examined along a clearly
defined environmental gradient, is a powerful approach to
exploring the relationships between plant function and
environment, but it is prone to spurious relationships when
there is a hidden factor covarying with the factor defining
the gradient.[3] Inferences from gradient analysis and
broad-scale comparisons are statistical in nature and must
be confirmed experimentally.
Experiments are designed to test hypotheses, but
sufficient knowledge must be available to specify more
than a trivial hypothesis before thorough experimentation
can be undertaken.[2] Unfortunately, this is not the case
for many natural systems. Although experiments are a
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common practice in physiology and ecophysiology, where
mechanisms can be explored and hypotheses tested under
relatively well-controlled conditions, they are less common in functional ecology studies, especially when
hypotheses must be tested in natural habitats. Experimental design should meet a number of standards that are not
easy—and in certain cases not possible—to meet in field
ecology. The controls should be randomly intermixed with
the treatments, both in space and time, and both the
control and the experiments must be replicated enough.
Replicates are not easy to find in natural scenarios, and
when they can be found they are frequently not truly
independent of one another, leading to a weak experimental design due to pseudoreplication. In addition,
multiple causality and indirect effects, which significantly
complicate the interpretation of results, are commonplace
in ecology. However, experimental ecology is burgeoning
despite all this adversity, because experiments are irreplaceable elements in achieving relevant progress in our
understanding of ecological processes, as has been revealed by a number of experimental manipulations of
natural populations.[10]

EVOLUTIONARY ECOLOGY
Functional ecology eventually leads to evolutionary
ecology. Trends in functional traits across species and
mechanisms linking cause and effect contribute to our
understanding of evolutionary processes, especially when
they are considered on a time scale long enough to allow
for changes in gene frequencies, the essence of evolution.
Whereas functional ecology is interested in the immediate
influence of environment on a given trait, evolutionary
ecology is aimed at understanding why some individuals
have left the most offspring in response to long-term
consistent patterns of environmental conditions. Functional ecology, focused on an ecological time scale (now
time), asks questions of ‘‘how?’’ and is concerned with
the proximate factors influencing an event. Evolutionary
ecology is focused on an evolutionary time scale (geological time), asking questions of ‘‘why?’’ and concerned
with the ultimate factors influencing an event. Neither is
more correct than the other, and they are not mutually
exclusive because ecological events can always be profitably considered within an evolutionary framework, and
vice versa.[10]
There are five agents of evolution: natural selection
(differential reproductive success of individuals within
a population); genetic drift (random sampling bias in
small populations); gene flow (migration movements
of individuals among and between populations with
different gene frequencies); meiotic drive (segregation
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distortion of certain alleles that do not follow the Mendelian lottery of meiosis and recombination); and mutation. Of these agents, only natural selection is directed,
resulting in conformity between organisms and their
environments.[10] Darwin’s theory of natural selection is
a fundamental unifying theory, and the many studies
that have been carried out over the last century in
support of it demonstrate the power of the rigorous
application of the genetic theory of natural selection to
population biology.
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